
 

NAME:________________ 

A) Write down the defined word: 

1. a special room with only red light or no light, where film from a camera is made into photographs  -  

__ __ __ k  r __ __ __ 

2. a leather seat that you sit on when you ride a horse -  __ __ dd __ __ 

3. difficult to walk, wet or greasy - __ __ i __ __ ery 

4. a metal or plastic bowl with a lot of small holes in the bottom and sides, used to separate liquid from 

food -  __ ol__ __ d __ __ 

5. a small kitchen tool made of curved pieces of wire, used for mixing air into eggs or cream –  

 __ h __ __ __ 

6. a smell - __ __ a __ ra __ __ e 

7. a structure that is built over and into the water so that boats can stop next to it or people can walk 

along it - __ i __ r 

8. someone in a university who is responsible for a particular area of work - __ ea __ 

9. a journey to a holy place for religious reasons - __ __ __ g __ __ ma __e  

10. loneliness  - s __ __ __ t __ __ e 

 

B) Fill in the missing parts in the following idioms or phrasal verbs  
1. to read ________________lines 

2. to  _______________ the town red 

3. to be on a _________________ budget 

4. to let one’s ________________ down 

5. off the ________________ track 

6. to ______________ the house down 

7. to ______________  up a tent 

8. to be _______________ the house  

9. to be at a loose ________________ 

10.to be at _______________ with somebody  

 

 

 



 

C) Fill in the missing words from the table.  

* literal                 * dog-eared                * blossom                 * drained                    * recuperate 

* harrowing          * fanciful                    * audible                    * face                         * immense 

* large                * masterpiece             * pristine                    * genuine                    * well-stocked 

* unparalleled      * polls                         * runner-up               * contradictions          * ingrained  

 

1. _______________ books or papers have been used so much that the corners are turned over or torn. 

2. Mary Shelley was just 18 when she wrote the horror __________________ entitled 'Frankenstein'. 

3. According to the ___________________, a huge majority of citizens oppose bilingual education. 

4. A winner and a ____________________  were both given financial awards.  

5. It was an achievement ___________________ in sporting history. 

6. There is a ___________________ library so you will definitely find the book you are looking for. 

7. Regular visits from a social worker can be of ____________________ value to old people living alone. 

8. The idea of doing our duty is deeply ____________________ in most people. 

9. This is not just some___________________ theory. It is real and based on a series of research.  

10. Tom is a man of _____________________ : a vegetarian who owns a cattle ranch. 

11. The criminal escaped from prison last night and is still at _________________. 

12. Something that is __________________ is not spoiled or damaged. 

13. The apple trees are just beginning to ___________________.  Some pink buds have already 

appeared.  

14. His voice was barely ____________________ above the roar of the crowd. 

15. I felt depressed and completely ______________________ of energy. 

16. After what you have done you will have to _____________________ the music.  

17. For the first time on the trip, I saw ____________________ fear in his eyes. It was the real fear. 

18. She needs some time to ______________________ after the operation. 

19. The film contained ___________________ scenes of starving children. 

20. The ___________________ meaning of a word or expression is its basic or original meaning. 


